The Moen® three-step Pro-Fit Installation System is the simple, most innovative way to mount bath accessories. Installation is as easy as 1-2-3.

1. **DRILL IT**
The innovative template has a built-in level for accurate drilling of pilot holes for both 18” and 24” towel bars or paper holders.

2. **SCREW IT**
The single-screw mounting system creates a fast and solid installation.

3. **CLICK IT**
The locking tab clicks to hold the post firmly in place and eliminates the need for a set screw.

**PRO-FIT INSTALLATION SYSTEM**

*IT REALLY IS THAT SIMPLE!*

Plus, we’ve eliminated the set screw. Designed with input from professional installers, the Pro-Fit Installation System was made for faster installation and fewer callbacks. And of course, there’s the extra assurance of quality that comes with the Moen brand.

To view online installation videos, visit moenpro.com/resources/video-library

The Pro-Fit System eliminates set screws for faster, easier mounting. There’s even a template with a built-in level.

YB8081
Pro-Fit Installation Template
**ICON™ COLLECTION**
The sleek, modern style of the Icon collection is designed to perfectly match the Icon collection of faucets.

- YB5803 .................. Double Robe Hook
- YB5808 .................. Pivoting Paper Holder
- YB5818 .................. 18" Towel Bar
- YB5822 .................. 24" Double Towel Bar
- YB5824 .................. 24" Towel Bar
- YB5886 .................. Towel Ring
- YB5890 .................. Glass Shelf

**EVA™ COLLECTION**
The sophisticated flowing curves of the Eva collection are designed to perfectly match the Eva collection of faucets.

- YB2803 .................. Robe Hook
- YB2808 .................. Paper Holder
- YB2818 .................. 18" Towel Bar
- YB2824 .................. 24" Towel Bar
- YB2866 .................. Towel Ring

**DARTMOOR™ COLLECTION**
In scale and in style, the Dartmoor collection is designed to delight and perfectly match the Dartmoor collection of faucets. Finial detailing creates a tailored look that’s thoroughly classic.

- YB2103 .................. Robe Hook
- YB2108 .................. Paper Holder
- YB2118 .................. 18" Towel Bar
- YB2124 .................. 24" Towel Bar
- YB2186 .................. Towel Ring

**BRANTFORD® COLLECTION**
With beautiful traditional style, this collection is designed to perfectly match the Brantford collection of faucets.

- YB2203 .................. Double Robe Hook
- YB2208 .................. Paper Holder
- YB2218 .................. 18" Towel Bar
- YB2224 .................. 24" Towel Bar
- YB5824 .................. Towel Ring

**GLYDE™ COLLECTION**
Elegantly simple, the Glyde collection’s graceful curves and contours flow beautifully, creating a transitional style that spans a variety of decorating trends.

- YB2303 .................. Robe Hook
- YB2308 .................. Paper Holder
- YB2318 .................. 18" Towel Bar
- YB2324 .................. 24" Towel Bar
- YB2386 .................. Towel Ring

**MASON® COLLECTION**
The bold and rounded design of the Mason collection is designed to perfectly match the popular Cheateau collection of faucets.

- YB8000 .................. Mounting Posts [Pair]
- YB8003 .................. Double Robe Hook
- YB8086 .................. Towel Ring
- YB8098 .................. 18" Towel Bar [Bar Only]
- YB8094 .................. 24" Towel Bar [Bar Only]
- YB8099 .................. Paper Holder [Roller Only]

**METHOD™ COLLECTION**
With modern, smooth curves, our Method accessories are designed to perfectly match the Method collection of faucets.

- YB2403 .................. Double Robe Hook
- YB2408 .................. Pivoting Paper Holder
- YB2418 .................. 18" Towel Bar
- YB2424 .................. 24" Towel Bar
- YB2486 .................. Hand Towel Bar

**EDGESTONE® COLLECTION**
The sleekly minimalist Edgestone collection satisfies the need for an upscale modern look and is designed to perfectly match the CFG Edgestone collection of faucets.

- YB4600 .................. Mounting Posts
- YB4603 .................. Robe Hook
- YB4609 .................. Paper Holder
- YB4698 .................. 18" Towel Bar [Bar Only]
- YB4694 .................. 24" Towel Bar [Bar Only]
- YB4686 .................. Towel Ring
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